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Space-charge dynamics in photorefractive polymers
Oksana Ostroverkhovaa) and Kenneth D. Singerb)

Department of Physics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7079

~Received 6 May 2002; accepted for publication 9 May 2002!

The model of space-charge formation in photorefractive polymers due to Schildkraut and Buettner
has been modified to include thermally accessible deep traps as well as shallow traps. The dynamic
equations have been solved semiempirically using independent measurements of photoconductive
properties to predict photorefractive dynamics. Dependencies of the dynamics on charge generation,
mobility, trap density, acceptor density, ionized acceptor density, as well as their associated rates are
examined. The magnitude of the fast time constant of photorefractive development is successfully
predicted. The introduction of deep traps into the model has allowed us to qualitatively predict the
reduction in speed due to deep trap filling and ionized acceptor growth. Experimental studies of
photoconductivity and photorefraction~PR! in several polyvinyl carbazole photorefractive
composites are carried out to demonstrate the applicability of the model. By choosing chromophores
with different ionization potentials and by varying the chromophore concentrations, we investigate
the influence of the chromophore ionization potential on the photoelectric and PR properties and
reveal the nature of deep traps in the composites and their contribution to both photoconductivity
and PR dynamics. Effects of plasticizer components are also discussed. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1491279#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photorefractive~PR! effect involves a change in re
fractive index in an electro-optical material resulting fro
the redistribution of charge carriers created under the in
ence of optical beams. This mechanism results in a proc
where the phase shift between the incident intensity pat
and resulting refractive index pattern due to Poisson’s eq
tion leads to a number of useful nonlinear optical phenom
of interest for image and data processing and storage.
specific processes required for the PR effect include: ph
generation of charge carriers, transport of mobile carri
trapping of these carriers in the regions of destructive in
ference and a change of the refractive index in respons
space-charge field. Considerable effort has been applie
order to understand the influence of each of these proce
on the PR performance in a variety of materials.

Organic and polymeric materials have been the sub
of numerous recent studies. In these materials, several gr
have addressed these photoelectric mechanisms, espe
photogeneration and transport. Photogeneration efficienc
usually probed using the xerographic discharge techniqu1–3

or is estimated from dc photoconductivity,4 while charge car-
rier mobility is measured using the time-of-flight or hol
graphic time-of-flight techniques.5,6 Charge trapping mecha
nisms in PR polymers are still not clearly understoo
although several techniques such as two-beam coupling,7 ab-
sorption spectroscopy,8 and comparison of external photocu
rent efficiency to the photogeneration efficiency3 have been
used to study the nature of traps. The mechanisms of sp
charge field-induced refractive index change has been in
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tigated by ellipsometric9–12 and electric field-induced secon
harmonic generation13 experiments.

Since polymeric PR materials are potentially useful fo
number of applications that require fast response times,
dynamics is an important subject for investigation. Recen
a number of studies have been aimed at understanding
relationship between photoconductivity and PR speed4,14,15

and to develop a theory describing grating formation.16,17

However, a systematic theoretical study of photoconduc
mechanisms in PR speed in polymers has not been ca
out, as has been for steady-state PR.3,18 Even for steady-state
PR, only the limiting cases of deep traps or no traps
usually considered, although the presence of shallow tr
has been confirmed both by the dispersive nature of cha
transport in these disordered media19,20 and by the sublinear
intensity dependence of the PR grating erasure rate.21

In the theoretical part of this article, we modify Schild
kraut and Buettner’s16 model to take into account both sha
low and thermally accessible deep traps. We then use a s
empirical technique to solve the dynamical and constitut
equations of the model to predict the dynamic PR respo
from independently measured photoelectric properties.
particular, we obtain the trapping, detrapping, and recom
nation properties of the material from the dynamics of
photoconductivity, and use them in combination with me
surements of charge generation and mobility to reveal the
dynamics. By performing numerical simulations, we explo
the dependence of the PR speed on all of these photocon
tive parameters. The introduction of thermally accessi
deep traps into the model has allowed us to fully characte
the PR dynamic, and to access their consequences. Thu
are able to describe the observed growth of radicalC60

2 ~ion-
ized acceptors! in various materials8,22 as well as the PR
response time fatigue due to sample illumination prior to

rd,
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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measurements.22 Our aim is to provide a useful experiment
and numerical modeling process for predicting PR dynam
from basic material properties in order to guide the devel
ment of new materials.

In the experimental part of this article, we assess
applicability of the modified model and examine the con
bution of chromophores and plasticizers to photoconduc
and photorefractive performance of PR polymers. We
dress how the PR-relevant photoelectric properties suc
mobility, charge generation efficiency, trapping, detrappi
and recombination rates are influenced by the degree of
order, trap depths, ionization potentials of the constitue
presence of ionic impurities, etc. We analyze the photoc
ductive and photorefractive behavior of both plasticized4,11,14

and unplasticized polyvinyl carbazole~PVK! composites in-
cluding the sensitizer (C60) and several chromophores. F
composites of both classes, we determine the quantum
ciency, mobility, trapping, detrapping, and recombinati
rates from photoelectric measurements. Then using th
rates we~i! calculate the PR speed as determined by fo
wave mixing,~ii ! compare corresponding rates for differe
chromophores and relate them to relevant ionization po
tials, ~iii ! study the influence of plasticizer on photocondu
tivity and photorefractive performance of the composite, a
finally, ~iv! study the nature of shallow and deep traps
composites and investigate their influence on photocond
tive and photorefractive properties of the materials.

II. THEORY

The first theoretical description of PR in polymers w
adapted from Kukhtarev’s23 theory of inorganic crystals by
Schildkraut and Buettner.16 They included the rate equatio
for traps in the system of PR dynamical equations and t
into account the field dependence of both photogeneratio
mobile carriers and mobility. The modified model presen
here differs from Schildkraut and Buettner’s by introduci
two kinds of traps—shallow and deep. Here, by the te
‘‘deep,’’ we mean that the rate of thermal detrapping f
these traps is at least an order of magnitude lower than
of shallow traps, but still having a nonzero probability f
detrapping. The processes taken into account in here are
picted in Fig. 1. A sensitizer~acceptor! with densityNA is
excited and subsequently ionized by light of frequencyv
with cross-sections. A free hole is injected into the transpo

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the modified model for photorefrac
polymers. Symbols areE: electric field,v: frequency of light,r: free charge
density,s: photogeneration cross section,gT : trapping rate,g: recombina-
tion rate, andb1,2: detrapping rates.
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manifold and hops between transport sites until it either
comes trapped or recombines with ionized acceptors w
rateg. Although, generally, the energy spectrum of trappi
sites has a continuous distribution,21 for tractability we con-
sider only two kinds of traps with well-defined energy leve
~ionization potential!—shallow trapsMT1 and deep traps
MT2 . We assume that the trapping rate does not depend
the trap depth,24,25 so that shallow and deep traps are fille
with the same trapping rategT . Detrapping proceeds with a
thermal excitation rateb1 for shallow traps orb2 for deep
traps. Optical detrapping is not considered because the d
of both shallow and deep traps~,0.5 eV! is much smaller
than the photon energy\v ~;1.96 eV for HeNe 633 nm
light!. Then, the modified system of nonlinear equations
scribing the PR dynamics is given by

]r

]t
5

]NA
i

]t
2

]M1

]t
2

]M2

]t
2

1

e

]J

]x
,

]M1
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]NA

i

]t
5sI~NA2NA

i !2gNA
i r,

]E

]x
5

e

e0e
~r1M11M22NA

i !,

J5emrE2emj
]r

]x
.

Herer is the free charge~hole! density,NA the total density
of acceptors~e.g.,C60!, NA

i the density of ionized acceptor
~e.g.,C60

2 !, M1 , M2 , MT1 , and MT2 the densities of filled
shallow traps, filled deep traps, and total shallow and d
trapping sites, respectively,E the electric field, andI the
incident light intensity.J is the current density,m the charge
carrier drift mobility, andj is the diffusion coefficient given
by j5kBT/e. The quantitys is the cross section of photoge
neration,gT , b1 , b2 the trapping rate and detrapping rat
for shallow and deep traps, respectively,g the recombination
rate, ande the dielectric constant. We consider the para
eterss, m, gT , andg to be electric field dependent assumin
the following dependencies:18

s5s~Eref!~E/Eref!
p,

m5m~Eref!e
bm~E1/22Eref

1/2
!,

~2!
g5g~Eref!e

bm~E1/22Eref
1/2

!,

gT5gT~Eref!e
bg~E1/22Eref

1/2
!.

Here Eref is the relevant reference electric field for each
the parameters. During photorefractive grating formation,
reference electric field for photogeneration efficiency is
external applied field, while for mobility, trapping, and re

e
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combination rates the reference electric field is the projec
of the applied field on the grating vector. Parametersp, bg ,
andbm are determined experimentally.

Since the creation of a photorefractive hologram
sumes a nonuniform light intensity pattern created by
interfering beams, the incident light intensity can be e
pressed as a periodic function ofx:

I 5I 01I 1 coskx, ~3!

wherek is the grating vector chosen to be parallel to thex
direction. The general spatial dependence of Eq.~3! will also
apply to the response of the polymeric material. The ex
electric field and charge density distributions must be de
mined by numerically solving Eqs.~1!–~3!. However, as
shown by Schildkraut and Cui18 for the steady state, the nu
merically determined values for free charge density and
amplitude and phase of the space-charge field were in a g
agreement with the corresponding values obtained from
Fourier analysis of the equations analogous to our Eq.~1!.
Also, the Fourier decomposition approach was used by
et al. for the analysis of dynamics of the PR gratin
erasure.21 So, as we proceed, we use a Fourier decomposi
of all the densities, electric field, and current and separate
equations on the basis of the spatial dependence of the te
We also consider the case of moderate applied electric fi
(Ea,50 V/mm), where effects of grating bending an
higher spatial harmonics can be neglected,26 and thus limit
our analysis to the zeroth and first spatial Fourier com
nents. We experimentally investigated the dependence o
PR dynamics on the intensity modulation depthm5I 1 /I 0 .
We found that in contrast with a steady-state PR per
mance, the PR dynamics observed under our experime
conditions of short prior-to-experiment light exposure tim
of ;10 s and total writing beam intensities below 4
mW/cm2 depended only onI 0 rather than the modulation
depth m, as expected from the theory for the first spat
order Fourier decomposition. Therefore in our range of el
tric fields and incident intensities, the PR dynamics did
depend on the modulation depth, and thus, the unity mo
lation depth~a conventional choice of experimental geom
etry in PR polymer literature!, is used in this article. Then
the solution of Eq.~1! can be written in the following form:

z5z0~ t !1z1~ t !~Cz1 coskx1Cz2 sinkx!, ~4!

wherez5r, M1 , M2 , NA
i , J. Since the mobility and all of

the relevant charge generation, trapping, and recombina
rates are field-dependent, we assume a form similar to
~4! for each of these parameters as well as for the elec
field E with time-independentz0 .18 We substitute Eq.~4! in
Eq. ~1! and separate the spatially independent zeroth o
and spatially varying first order systems of equations.
start from the zeroth order equations that describe photo
ductivity in PR polymers under homogeneous illumination
intensity I 0 . As we proceed, we will use our photocondu
tivity experiments and theory~zeroth order! to predict the PR
dynamics~first order! assuming that the influence of Gaus
ian rather than uniform incident beams is the same for b
zeroth and first order processes.
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A. Zeroth order: Photoconductivity in photorefractive
polymers

In this section we explore how the information abo
rates relevant for PR grating formation can be extracted fr
the photocurrent dynamics. The zeroth order system of eq
tions derived from Eq.~1! is written as follows:

dM10~ t !

dt
5gT~E0!@MT12M10~ t !#r0~ t !2b1M10~ t !,

dM20~ t !

dt
5gT~E0!@MT22M20~ t !#r0~ t !2b2M20~ t !,

~5!

dNA0
i ~ t !

dt
5s~E0!I 0@NA2NA0

i ~ t !#2g~E0!NA0
i ~ t !r0~ t !,

r0~ t !1M10~ t !1M20~ t !2NA0
i ~ t !50.

One more equation that is not included in Eq.~5! but pro-
vides a link to dc photoconductivity experiments is the co
stitutive equation for the photocurrentJ0(t) given by J0(t)
5em(E0)r0(t)E0 . Equation~5! describes the dynamics o
free charge generation followed by transport, trapping,
trapping, and recombination in the photorefractive polym
under external electric fieldE0 . We consider the electric
field E0 to be constant and given byE05V/d, whereV is the
applied voltage andd is the thickness of the polymeric film
Then, the time evolution of the photocurrentJ0(t) probes the
dynamics of free charge densityr0(t) that is connected
through Eq.~5! to the generation, trapping, detrapping, a
recombination processes in the PR polymers. The rates
scribing these processes (s,gT ,b1,2,g) are intrinsic charac-
teristics of the polymer composites, and our goal is to de
mine their influence on both photoconductivity an
photorefractive speed. It should also be mentioned that s
all the rates are electric-field dependent, the photoconduc
ity experiments have to be conducted in the range of exte
electric fieldE0 that covers both applied electric field in P
experimentEa and its projection on the grating vectorẼa in
order to proceed with calculating the space-charge field
namics ~first order! on the basis of parameters determin
from the photoconductivity~zeroth order!.

To study the temporal behavior of the free charger,
trapped chargeM1 , M2 , and ionized acceptorNA

i densities,
it is convenient to transform Eq.~5! to a dimensionless form
The time scale is normalized by the average drift time of
free carrier before it is trapped by a shallow trap:t5t/t0 ,
where t051/@gT(E0)MT1#. The reason for this choice o
time scale will be explained later in the Sec. II A 1. We e
press all the densities in terms of total acceptor densityNA :
%5r/NA , mT1,25MT1,2/NA , m1,25M1,2/NA , and nA

i

5NA
i /NA . We also introduce the relative photogeneratio

recombination, and detrapping parameterss̃I 05sI0t0 , g̃
5gt0NA , andb̃1,25t0b1,2, respectively. The dimensionles
analog of Eq.~5! is then written as follows:
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dm10

dt
5S 12

m10

mT1
D%02b̃1m10,

dm20

dt
5

mT2

mT1
S 12

m20

mT2
D%02b̃2m20,

~6!
dnA0

i

dt
5 s̃I 0~12nA0

i !2g̃nA0
i %0 ,

%0~t!1m10~t!1m20~t!2nA0
i ~t!50.

This is a nonlinear system that cannot be solved ana
cally. However, we can consider different cases depend
on the total trap densities with respect to the acceptor den
in the material, leading to simplifications of these equatio

Case 1. Both the total shallow and deep trap densit
are smaller or on the order of the acceptor density:mT1,2

&1.
Case 2. The total deep~shallow! trap density is smaller

or on the order of the acceptor density, but the total shal
~deep! trap density is much larger than the acceptor dens
mT2&1, mT1@1 or vice versa. In this case, the rat
m10/mT1!1 ~or m20/mT2!1! is always valid, and the firs
~second! equation in Eq.~6! is simplified.

Case 3. Both deep and shallow total trap densities a
much larger than the acceptor density:mT1,2@1. In this case
both ratiosm10/mT1!1 andm20/mT2!1 are always valid,
so that both the first and second equations in Eq.~6! become
linear.

Our simulations show that in the trap-limited regim
~Case 1! photocurrent dynamics is similar to the short-tim
scale regime ofCases 2,3~Sec. II A 1!. Case 1does not
describe long-time scale changes in both photocurrent
space-charge field, and therefore, seems not to be applic
for most of our materials. Therefore we consider onlyCase 2
andCase 3, which can be applicable depending on the ch
mophore ionization potential and concentration.27,28We start
our analysis fromCase 3and then extend it toCase 2.

1. Trap-unlimited regime

In this section we consider the case when the total d
sity of both shallow and deep traps is much higher than
acceptor densitymT1,2@1 ~Case 3!. Then, Eq.~6! is simpli-
fied to

dm10

dt
5%02b̃1m10,

dm20

dt
5

mT2

mT1
%02b̃2m20,

~7!
dnA0

i

dt
5 s̃I 0~12nA0

i !2g̃nA0
i %0 ,

%0~t!1m10~t!1m20~t!2nA0
i ~t!50.

We also assume that the density of total shallow trap
much larger than the density of total deep trapsmT1@mT2

which seems to be relevant for all the composites we stud
~Sec. III A!. Then, we can separately consider different tim
i-
g

ity
.
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scales at which either shallow~‘‘short time scale’’! or deep
~‘‘long time scale’’! trap dynamics prevails in order to pro
vide insight into the experimentally observed trapping, d
trapping, and recombination rates as deduced from dc p
toconductivity.

a. Short time scale. On the short time scale, the dynam
ics of the system is entirely determined by shallow traps.
probe the behavior of our system, we first consider the ini
rise in photocurrent as the nonlinear termg̃%0nA0

i in the third
equation of Eq.~7! is much smaller than the linear term
s̃I 0nA0

i in that same equation. This transforms the nonlin
system of Eq.~7! into a linear one that can be solved an

lytically. Then, we seek a solution of the form§5§0e2l̃t,
where§5m10,m20,nA0

i , and then solve for the three cha
acteristic ratesl̃ that determine the dynamics of dc phot
conductivity at this time scale:l̃1511mT2 /mT1'1; l̃2

5 s̃I 0 ; and l̃3'b̃21(mT2 /mT1)b̃1 . In these equations we
assume that the detrapping parametersb̃1 and b̃2 are much
smaller than 1 and (mT2 /mT1), respectively. This assump
tion holds when the free charge density is much smaller t
the density of filled traps as observed in a variety
materials.3,29 We have also confirmed this in our photoco
ductivity experiment for materials described here. For t
reason and also in keeping with our experimental obse
tions that the charge generation rate at reasonable experi
tal intensitiesI 0,1 W/cm2 is much smaller than the trappin
parameter 1/t0 , i.e., s̃I 0!1 ~Sec. IV A 1!, we can assume
that l̃2!l̃1 and l̃3!l̃1 .

Thus the fastest photoconductivity dynamics is given
unity l̃1'1 in the dimensionless form. This fact explains o
choice of the time scale being normalized with respect
t051/(gTMT1). Thus in dc photoconductivity experimen
the fastest photocurrent dynamics@J0(t);r0(t)# is deter-
mined by the value for the shallow trapping productgTMT1 .

In the next longer time regime~though still in the shal-
low trapping fast limit! we need to consider that, as we w
see later, the free charge density has reached a maximum
starts to decrease. Then, we can replace the free charge
sity function%0(t) in the nonlinear term of the third equa
tion in Eq.~7! with a quasi-steady value%0. We again obtain
three time constants out of whichl̃2 is of relevance and
given byl̃25 s̃I 01g̃%0. In this intermediate time regime,l̃2

contains information regarding the recombination parame
g̃.

Summarizing the dynamics of the photoconductivity
a short time scale~for PVK-based materials we studied, th
corresponds tot&50!, we obtain the following expression
for dc photoconductivity rates:l̃1'1; l̃25 s̃I 01g̃%0. In
keeping with our experiments, in the low intensity regim
~below 1 W/cm2!, we can simplify these tol̃1'1; l̃2

'g̃%0.
Thus in dc photoconductivity experiments, the short tim

scale dynamics can be fitted with a biexponential functi
where the faster ratel1 yields the shallow trapping produc
gTMT1 , and the slower ratel2 is directly related to the
recombination rateg.

To test our approximations, we performed numeric
simulations fixing s̃I 051022t0 , mT2 /mT150.1, b̃1
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50.1t0 , b̃250.001t0 , and varying the average carrier life
time t0 and the recombination parameterg̃. This choice of
parameters used for the simulation was suggested by the
responding typical values observed experimentally in unp
ticized composites~Sec. IV A 1!. First, at g̃553104t0 we
substituted different values of the parametert0 into Eq. ~7!,
and numerically solved this system to find the dependenc
%0(t) for t<50. At this time scale, the free charge dens
grows as the charge is injected into the transport manif
reaches the maximum%0,max, and then decreases, due to r
combination and trapping. We then fit the calculated curve
the free charge density%0(t) with a biexponential function

%fit5A~12Be2l̃10t1~B21!e2l̃20t! ~8!

to determinel̃10 ~the faster constant! and compare it tol̃1

51. At B.1 Eq.~8! describes the photocurrent rise with th
rate l̃10 and then the photocurrent decay with the ratel̃20.
We found that the faster constant in the biexponential
yields values equal to unity within 10%, as anticipated.
extract the slower rate, we used a fixedt055 ms ~typical
value for an unplasticized sample observed in dc photoc
ductivity experiment atE0;30 V/mm andI 0;50 mW/cm2!
for different recombination parametersg̃, found%0(t), and
fit it using Eq.~8! to determinel̃20. We found thatl̃20 agrees
with l25g̃%0(%05%0,max) within a factor of 3. As we show
in Ref. 28 and mention later in Sec. II B 1, an error of th
magnitude in the recombination rate actually has a neglig
effect on the PR speed. This agreement is remarkable s
we dealt so crudely with the nonlinear term containing
charge density.

As an example, consider the dynamics of the dc pho
current simulated using the parameterss̃I 05531025,
mT2 /mT150.1, b̃15531024, b̃25531026, and g̃52.5
3102 ~solid line in Fig. 2!. The dashed line in the figure is
biexponential fit of the short time behavior using Eq.~8!. The
faster inverse time constant of this fitl̃1051.1 reflects the
expected value of 11mT2/mT151.1. Theslower speedl̃20

51.931022 divided by the dimensionless free charge de

FIG. 2. Simulated dynamics of dc photocurrent for the casemT1@mT2@1
using Eq. ~7! and parameterss̃I 05531025, mT2 /mT150.1, b̃155
31024, b̃25531026, and g̃52.53102. The inset shows the short tim
scale part of the photocurrent transient~data and fit!.
or-
s-

of

d,
-
f

t

n-

le
ce
e
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-

sity in its maximum%0,max'4.431025 yields, according to
l̃205g̃%0,max, the recombination parameterg̃'4.33102,
which is within the expected range of values given the in
value g̃52.53102. The biexponential of Eq.~8! fits the
%0(t) dependence perfectly att,50 ~inset of Fig. 2!, but as
the processes which are not taken into account at short
scale take over att@50, the short time scale fit does no
follow the photocurrent dynamics correctly~dashed line in
Fig. 2!, and thus long time scale analysis should be appl

We now use a procedure to produce a better time ev
tion for %0 that will also yield the detrapping parameter f
shallow traps. Although it is not obvious how to analytical
extract the detrapping parameter for shallow trapsb̃1 , %0(t)
at short time scales is rather sensitive to changes inb̃1 .28 To
find the detrapping parameterb̃1 and to fine-tune the recom
bination parameterg̃, we used theg̃ estimated above as th
initial value in Eq.~7! and varied bothb̃1 and g̃. At every
step we calculated the dimensionless free charge den
%0(t) and fit to Eq.~8!. Then we transformed the dimension
less fit parameterl̃20 to the dimensional forml205l̃20/t0

and compared them to the analogous parameters of a b
ponential fit of dc photoconductivity data. The comparis
was executed by searching for a minimum of the functio

f 5S l20,exp2l20

l20,exp
D 2

1S Bexp2B

Bexp
D 2

, ~9!

where l20,exp, Bexp are the experimental parameters ana
gous to corresponding parametersl20, B introduced in Eq.
~8!.

Summarizing the short time scale dc photoconductiv
dynamics for the casemT1@mT2@1, we are able to deter
mine the shallow trapping parametergTMT1 , recombination
rateg, and shallow detrapping rateb1 .

b. Long time scale. On the long time scale (t.103),
shallow traps have reached quasiequilibrium, and deep t
determine the dynamics of the dc photoconductivity. The
mensionless parameters to be determined here are the ra
total deep traps with respect to shallow trapsmT2 /mT1 and
the thermal detrapping parameter of deep trapsb̃2 . We per-
formed a numerical simulation fixing the parameterss̃I 0

5531025, b̃15531024, g̃52.53102, and varying
mT2 /mT1 ~while maintaining the ratiomT2/mT1!1! andb̃2 .
Similar to the short time scale approach, we fit the fr
charge density%0(t) with a biexponential similar to Eq.~8!
~dotted line in Fig. 2!. The faster speedl̃10 was kept fixed
equal to unity. Then, our fit yielded two coefficients—th
slower speedl̃20,longand the exponential prefactorBlong. Al-
though at this time scale, it is not straightforward to rela
the constants of the fit to the parameters of the material
rectly, our simulations show that the deep to shallow tr
density ratiomT2 /mT1 and deep detrapping parameterb̃2

can be found from the fit constants in a manner similar to
short time scale analysis. When dealing with the experim
tal data, we constructed the function
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f 15S l20,exp,long2l20,long

l20,exp,long
D 2

1S Bexp,long2Blong

Bexp,long
D 2

,

wherel20,exp,longandBexp,longare the experimental constan
analogous tol20,long5l̃20,long/t0 and Blong. Similar to the
short time scale approach, we sought values formT2 /mT1

and b̃2 that would minimize the functionf 1 .
Summarizing the long time scale dc photoconductiv

dynamics for the casemT1@mT2@1, we are able to experi
mentally determine the productgTMT2 and the detrapping
rateb2 .

2. Trap-limited regime

In this section, we consider the dc photoconductivity d
namics when the total density of traps is on the order or
than the acceptor density. We will limit our discussion to t
case when the regime is ‘‘trap-limited’’ only with respect
deep traps~Case 2! that appears to be relevant for the ma
rials we studied.28 So, further in this section we assume th
mT1@1 andmT2<1. In this case, the conditionmT1@mT2 is
satisfied automatically and thus the time scale division o
‘‘short’’ and ‘‘long’’ is still appropriate. Also, since for shal-
low traps the conditionmT1@1 is the same as in the previou
Sec. II A 1, all the short time scale considerations are va
However, long time scale behavior is no longer the same
in the trap-unlimited regime, mainly because in this case
conditionm20/mT2!1 is no longer valid, so Eq.~6! with the
first equation replaced with the first equation of Eq.~7! has
to be solved. Modified in this way, the system of Eq.~6!
contains one more parameter than Eq.~7!, so that it is not
enough to determine the ratiomT2 /mT1 because ofmT2 in
the term m20/mT2 . Our simulations show that ifmT2;1
then the use of simplified Eq.~7! instead of Eq.~6! is still
possible which allows us to determine the ratiomT2 /mT1

within 10% error. However, ifmT2,1, then the modified Eq
~6! must be solved since the error becomes.100%. This
complicates the analysis of the long time scale behav
Also, when the density of total deep traps becomes of
order of 1% or less of the acceptor density (mT2<0.01), it
appears to be impossible to detect deep traps in the mat
using dc photoconductivity. We simulated the long time sc
evolution of the dimensionless free charge density%0(t)
with the fixed parameterss̃I 05531025, b̃15531024, b̃2

5531026, g̃52.53102, mT1510, and varyingmT2 from
0.01 to 1. Figure 3~a! shows the deep-trap limited behavi
of the photoconductivity for various total deep trap densiti
As seen from Fig. 3~a!, whenmT250.01, the decay of%0(t)
is less than 3% over the time scale corresponding to
experimental run of duration>103 s for the PVK-based
composites we studied~Sec. III!, so that it would be hard to
obtain a reliable fit to such data and thus the trap dens
below 0.01 cannot be detected by this method. As mentio
before, in the case whenmT250 ~no deep traps!, the photo-
conductivity degradation during continuous illumination
not observed.
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3. Time evolution of ionized acceptor density n A0
i

According to the last equation in Eq.~5!, the free charge,
filled traps, and ionized acceptor densities are constraine
the charge neutrality equation, thus the photoconductivity
cay, trap filling, and the growth of the density of ionize
acceptors are directly connected to each other. Figure~b!
shows the simulated time growth of the ionized accep
densitynA0

i (t) using the fixed parameters listed in the pr
vious Sec. II A 2 and varying the total deep trap densitymT2

from 0.01 ~deep trap-limited regime! to 10 ~deep trap-
unlimited regime!. As seen in Fig. 3~b!, the more deep traps
are available in the material, the more pronounced is
ionized acceptor density growth. Also, the trap depth is
factor that affects the time evolution ofnA0

i . Figure 3~c!
shows how the depth of the traps~thermal detrapping rate!
affects the formation of ionized acceptors. For this simu
tion we used the same parameters as for the simula
shown in Fig. 3~b!, but with fixed mT251 and variedb̃2

from 531027 to 531025.
Our simulations show that the steady-state number d

sity of ionized acceptors (NA0
i ) in the material depends on a

FIG. 3. Long time scale dynamics of~a! free charge density~dc photocur-

rent! ~b! ionized acceptor number density atB̃25531026 at various deep
trap number densities; and~c! ionized acceptor number density atmT251 at
various deep trap detrapping rates, as calculated from Eq.~6! using param-
eterss̃I 05531025, b̃15531024, g̃52.53102, andmT1510.
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the rates participating in the photoconductivity
photogeneration cross-sections, trapping rategT , recombi-
nation rateg, and detrapping ratesb1,2. In particular, Fig. 4
shows the simulated ionized acceptor density achieved
typical unplasticized material as a function of photogene
tion cross section~simulated dependence is fitted with pow
law NA0

i ;sb, where b was determined to be'0.5!. This
dependence explains differences in the steady-state PR
formance, which depends on the density offilled traps re-
lated to ionized acceptor density by the electric neutra
equation@the last equation of Eq.~5!#, observed in the sam
material sensitized with different sensitizers.30

In summary, the density and depth of available traps
well as other photoconductivity parameters are directly
sponsible for the variations in the growth of ionized acce
tors nA0

i ~e.g., C60
2 ! experimentally observed by sever

groups.8,22

We have determined many of the parameters of Fig
and, in the next section, will show how these may be use
predict the PR dynamics. Here we provide a numerical sim
lation of the dynamics of the free charge and ionized acc
tors for materials with deep traps, and in Sec. III we consi
experimental data for different PVK-based composites
discuss the nature of traps in these materials.

B. First order: Photorefraction

In this section, we consider the formation of the fir
spatial Fourier component of the free charge, filled traps,
ionized acceptors densities as well as space charge field
hence PR dynamics. Here it appears more convenient to
dimensional equations rather than dimensionless for ea
comparison of the simulated PR dynamics with the exp
ment. After substitution of Eq.~4! into Eq. ~1!, and sepa-
rately collecting terms with sinkx and coskx, we obtain a
system of ten equations—eight differential equations~with
respect to time! and two equations relating the space-cha
field to free charge, filled traps, and ionized acceptor de
ties. We consider that the photogeneration cross section,
bility, recombination, and trapping rates are electric field
pendent and assume the dependencies given in Eq.~2!. As
mentioned before, due to these field dependencies all
parameters acquire a spatially varying part upon formation

FIG. 4. Ionized acceptor number density as a function of photogenera
cross section as simulated using Eq.~6! with parametersb̃15531024, b̃2

5531026, g̃52.53102, mT1510, andmT251 transformed into dimen-
sional form usingt055 ms andNA5531024 m23, and fitted with a power
law functionNA0

i ;sb.
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the space-charge field. Using Eq.~2! and the approach sug
gested by Schildkraut and Cui,18 we can express all the rate
in terms of space-charge field as follows:

s5s~Ea!@11p~E1 /Ea!#,

m5m~Ẽa!@11~1/2!bmẼa
21/2E1#,

~10!
g5g~Ẽa!@11~1/2!bmẼa

21/2E1#,

gT5gT~Ẽa!@11~1/2!bgẼa
21/2E1#,

whereEa is the applied electric field,Ẽa is the projection of
the applied field on the grating vector, andE1 is the space-
charge field given in accordance with Eq.~4! by the relation
E15E11(t)coskx1E12(t)sinkx. Then, the first order system
of equations describing PR dynamics is

dE11,12

dt
52m

e

e0e
F S 11

bmẼa
1/2

2 D r0~ t !E11,12~ t !

2Ẽar11,12~ t !7kjr11,12~ t !G ,
dM11,12

dt
5gTMT1S r11,12~ t !2

bgẼa
21/2

2
E11,12~ t !r0~ t ! D

2b1M11,12~ t !,

dM21,22

dt
5gTMT2S r11,12~ t !2

bgẼa
21/2

2
E11,12~ t !r0~ t ! D

2b2M21,22~ t !,

dNA11
i

dt
5sNAI 12@sI01gr0~ t !#NA11

i ~ t !2gNA0
i ~ t !r11~ t !

2S sNAI 0

p

Ea
2g

bmẼa
21/2

2
r0~ t !NA0

i ~ t ! DE11~ t !,

~11!

dNA12
i

dt
52@sI01gr0~ t !#NA12

i ~ t !2gNA0
i ~ t !r12~ t !

2S sNAI 0

p

Ea
2g

bmẼa
21/2

2
r0~ t !NA0

i ~ t ! DE12~ t !,

E11~ t !5
e

e0ek
@r12~ t !1M12~ t !1M22~ t !2NA12

i ~ t !#,

E12~ t !52
e

e0ek
@r11~ t !1M11~ t !1M21~ t !2NA11

i ~ t !#.

HereE11, M11, M21, andNA11
i are the time-dependent am

plitudes of space-charge field, filled shallow traps, filled de
traps, and ionized acceptors, respectively. These have a
tial dependence coskx ~in-phase with the incident light illu-
mination!. The quantitiesE12, M12, M22, andNA12

i are the
corresponding amplitudes of functions with a spatial dep
dence sinkx ~90° out-of-phase with the intensity of inciden
light!.

It is conventional16,21,29to assume that the PR dynamic
is much slower than the photoconductive dynamics, which

n
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analogous to setting the zeroth order@r0(t),NA0
i (t)# func-

tions to be constant in time in Eq.~11!. In this case, Eq.~11!
can be solved analytically as linear equations with cons
coefficients. This approach can be applied on the short t
scale. However, longer times require accounting for d
traps, which result in slowly changing components of bo
r0(t) and NA0

i (t), requiring Eq.~11! to be solved numeri-
cally. In the next section we will concentrate on obtaining t
four wave mixing ~FWM! dynamics from the theory an
photoconductivity parameters.

1. Photorefractive rise

In this section we examine the factors that affect the
rise time. First of all, it is important to perform a simulatio
using conditions as close as possible to a real experimen
our case, a real experiment~FWM! is performed as follows:
we turn on the electric field with one writing beam on, th
in 10 s we turn on the other writing beam of the same int
sity and monitor the space-charge field formation with
probe beam. In Eq.~11! that describes the PR dynamics, w
need to define the behavior of zeroth order functionsr0(t)
andNA0

i (t), so first we simulate the time evolution of the
functions under the experimental conditions described
Sec. III. The dependence of these zeroth order functions
the experimental conditions is responsible for the history
pendence of the PR performance, as we will explore late
this section. So, as we determinedr0(t) andNA0

i (t) for the
time span of our PR experiment, we use them in Eq.~11! to
simulate the evolution of the space charge field. We th
calculate the diffraction efficiency,

h~ t !;E11
2 ~ t !1E12

2 ~ t ! ~12!

and fit it to a single exponential,

h5h0~12e2nt!2 ~13!

where the parametern is PR speed. Usually in the literatur
the experimentally measured diffraction efficiency is fit w
a biexponential function. In this case, the initial rise is attr
uted to photoconductivity, and the slower one to ch
mophore reorientation. Thus a single exponential fit@Eq.
~13!# to describe the initial space-charge field formation
adequate. This case corresponds to PR dynamics observ
our unplasticized composites. When both faster and slo
experimental time constants are due to photoconductiv
which is the case for our plasticized composites, the sim
lated data should be fit with a biexponential function. He
for simplicity, we consider the former case and use sin
exponential fits@Eq. ~13!# to describe the diffraction effi-
ciency rise due to space-charge field formation.

To explore the factors that affect the speed of spa
charge field formation, we modeled the PR experiment
varying the photogeneration rates, thermal detrapping rate
b1 , recombination rateg, total density of shallow trapping
sites MT1 , and mobility m. For each set of parameters w
calculated PR speedn from Eqs.~11!–~13!. Although some
of these parameters depend on each other and, strictly sp
ing, cannot be varied independently, this simulation still c
provide some insight into factors determining the PR spe
Our simulation shows that the PR speed is nearly insens
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to the shallow traps release rate: the change in parameteb1

over four orders of magnitude barely changed the PR sp
by a factor of 2.28 Larger effects were observed when chan
ing other parameters: a decrease in the total density of s
low trapping sites of a factor of 500 led to a sixfold increa
in PR speed, and a four order of magnitude decrease in
recombination rate yielded a 30-fold increase in PR spee28

It should be noted that a decrease in total trap density m
decrease the diffraction efficiency. Thus in this case there
trade-off between PR speed and steady-state diffraction
ciency. As shown in Fig. 5~a!, the changes in mobility and
photogeneration cross section had the largest impact on a
speed. However, it should be mentioned that an indepen
variation of the photogeneration cross section is more ju
fied than an independent variation of mobility, because
recombination rate is mobility-dependent and affects the
speed the opposite way to the mobility itself. Thus, in a r
system, the mobility dependence will be smaller than t
shown in Fig. 5~a!.

We now explore the history dependence of the PR spe
As an example, we consider a composite with deep traps
led to decay of the dc photoconductivity and the slow grow
of the ionized acceptor density. The parameters used in
simulation were experimentally observed typical values
the unplasticized composite PVK/AODCST/C60 ~Sec. IV! at
an electric field of 40 V/mm and total light intensity of 1
W/cm2.

We simulated a FWM experiment using a fresh sam
and both beams being turned on simultaneously, then
same experiment after illuminating the sample with o
beam for 10 s and then turning on another one and so on
to homogeneous illumination with one beam for 5000 s pr
to the PR experiment. The results of the simulation are p
sented in Fig. 5~b! and show that there is a substantial histo

FIG. 5. Dependence of PR speed on~a! photogeneration cross section an
charge carrier mobility and~b! the time of the homogeneous illuminatio
prior to PR experiment, as calculated from Eqs.~11!–~13!.
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dependence of the PR speed, in particular the response
degradation in materials with deep traps, as reported in
vious measurements.31,32 The material will relax back to its
initial ~‘‘fresh’’ ! state in the dark when the traps empty, a
the released charge recombines with ionized acceptors.
relaxation time is mostly determined by the trap depth.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Materials

For our experiments we chose PVK as a photocond
tive polymer,C60 as a sensitizer, BBP as a plasticizer, a
the chromophores AODCST, PDCST, and 5CB.33 One class
of composites under investigation included the molar c
centrations of the following: PVK(99%)/C60(1%) ~compos-
ite 1, Tg;230 °C! and PVK(89%)/C60(1%)/NLO(10%)
where NLO is a nonlinear chromophore which in our ca
was represented by AODCST~composite 2,Tg;133 °C!,
PDCST ~composite 3,Tg;137 °C!, or 5CB ~composite 4,
Tg;130 °C!. Another class had the plasticizer at a loadi
complementary to the chromophore molar concentratio
PVK(49%)/C60(1%)/BBP(50% –x%)/AODCST(x%) and
PVK(49%)/C60(1%)/BBP(50% –x%)/5CB(x%), where x
was varied from 0% to 40%. Studying the chromophore c
centration dependence of such composites where the c
mophore is substituted with the plasticizer rather than
being added provides for consistent orientational effe
since the glass transition temperature (Tg) was near room
temperature of;21 °C for all the concentrations. In particu
lar, Tg of AODCST-containing plasticized composites r
mained constant within 1 °C asx changed from 2% to 40%
(Tg;20 to 21 °C!, and glass transition temperature of 5C
containing plasticized composites increased from;21 °C at
x55% to ;24 °C atx540%. Thus orientational effects ar
similar for all the composites, as we proved by an orien
tional dynamics study using electric field induced seco
harmonic generation~EFISHG!.13 Also, the photoelectric
properties of the materials connected to charge trans
~mobility, trapping, and recombination rates! change with
temperature relative toTg , DT5Texp2Tg , whereTexp is the
temperature at which the experiment is conducted.3,34,35

Therefore we ensured thatDT is almost the same for all ou
composites. We used purified materials and freshly m
samples for all our experiments since we found that b
chemical impurities and sample aging over a period of s
eral months led to deep trap formation, which would co
found the data.

Sample preparation included the following steps. Fi
PVK was dissolved in a mixture of toluene and cyclohe
anone wt. 4:1. Then,C60 was dissolved in toluene and adde
to a solution of PVK. Finally, the dye and the plasticiz
were added to a solution of PVK andC60. The volume con-
centration ofC60 was calculated to beNA'3.831024m23.
For mobility and photogeneration efficiency measureme
we prepared spin-coated samples on an Al substrate, w
another Al electrode was deposited directly on top of
films. For photorefractive measurements we first prepa
the films on the indium tin oxide~ITO! slides and then sand
me
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wiched them together and baked them in a vacuum ove
120 °C for 1 h.

The thickness of the samples for mobility and photog
neration efficiency measurements~Al electrodes! was
;5–10 mm, and ;30–70 mm for the photorefractive
samples~ITO electrodes!. We used both types of electrode
for dc photoconductivity measurements to ensure that
parameters calculated from the photocurrent transients
not influenced by the type of the electrode or sample thi
ness. The dielectric constant was measured at a frequen
1 Hz using a capacitance bridge.

B. Photoconductive measurements

Equation~1! introduced in Sec. II is valid for the bulk
material of infinite extent. In real experiments, the exter
circuit and electrodes may influence the observ
behavior.19,36,37Because of the high degree of disorder a
field dependence of all of the photoelectric parameters
polymers, a systematic analysis of current–voltage charac
istics for different electrodes and their combinations is n
essary to fully elucidate the electrical characteristics.38–41

Schildkraut and Cui18 found good agreement betwee
the steady state values for free carrier density, amplitude,
phase of space-charge field calculated from the bulk dyna
equations@e.g., Eq.~1!# for no boundary conditions~infinite
bulk!, ohmic boundary conditions~‘‘infinite’’ supply of
charge from the electrodes!, and blocking boundary condi
tions ~Schottky barrier!. We performed the dc photoconduc
tivity experiments with two types of electrodes, Al and ITO
and for our experimental conditions~range of electric fields
and intensities! did not find differences between the param
eters calculated from the photocurrent transients. Thus
assume Eq.~1! approximates our samples well.

1. dc photoconductivity (short time scale)

For the short time scale measurements~t,50t0 , where
t0 is the average lifetime of a free carrier!, we applied an
electric field to the sample and waited until all the transie
processes disappeared, then opened a shutter~switching time
below 40ms! and recorded the sample current under 633
illumination with an oscilloscope. For unplasticized compo
ites the time span of this short time scale experiment was&4
s, while for the composites with plasticizer it was&40 s
depending on the applied electric field. We performed t
experiment for various electric fields and incident intensiti
The photocurrent transients were then fit to a biexponen
function

rfit5A@12Be2l10t1~B21!e2l20t# ~14!

and the product of trapping rate and density of availa
shallow trapsgTMT1 , the recombination rateg, and the shal-
low trap detrapping rateb1 were determined as functions o
intensity and electric field in accordance with the proced
described in Sec. II A 1a. From the electric field dependenc
of the trapping rate, we calculated the parameterbg @defined
in Eq. ~2!#.
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2. Dark conductivity and dc photoconductivity (long
time scale)

For dark conductivity and the long time scalet
.103t0) photoconductivity measurements, we monitor
the current through the sample for;20 min using a Keithley
6517 electrometer. A typical experimental run for plasticiz
samples included the following: the electric field was turn
on, and the dark current (j dark) was recorded for;20 min.
Then, the electric field was turned off and then in 2 m
turned on again, and dark current was monitored again
;20 min. If the first two dark current runs reproduced, th
the light was turned on, and the current under illuminat
( j light) was monitored for another;20 min. Then, the pho-
tocurrent j photo was calculated usingj photo5 j light2 j dark. If
the first two dark current runs did not reproduce, a third d
current run was executed, and for all the samples under s
the third run reproduced the second.

In unplasticized composites the dark current is due
injection from the electrodes. It reaches steady state in
eral seconds and is at least an order of magnitude sm
than the photocurrent at the incident intensity 20 mW/cm2 at
an applied field ofE0;40 V/mm. In plasticized samples th
dark current is due to both injection from the electrodes a
to impurity ions moving towards opposite electrodes.
reaches a steady state only after 20–30 min and at low e
tric fields (E0;10 V/mm) is ;30% of the photocurrent a
the incident intensityI 0;40 mW/cm2, so it is important to
take careful measurements of dark current to reliably de
mine the photocurrent.28

The long time scale photoconductivity measurement w
performed as a function of applied field and incident inte
sity. The photocurrent transients were fit to Eq.~14!, and the
product of trapping rate and density of available deep tr
gTMT2 and the detrapping rateb2 for deep traps were deter
mined as described in Sec. II A 1b.

3. Mobility

Mobility was measured using the time-of-flight~TOF!
technique. We used a wavelength of 320 nm that is the t
anti-Stokes ofH2—stimulated Raman-shifted 532 nm of
Nd:YAG laser with a 3.5 ns pulse of;5 mJ/pulse. The
sample current was transformed to a voltage, amplified,
monitored with an oscilloscope. Then, mobility was calc
lated using a log-log plot for determining a transient timetT

and the relationm5d2/(tTV), whered is the thickness of the
sample andV is the voltage applied. We measured mobil
as a function of electric field to determine the parameterbm

defined in Eq.~2! that describes the mobility field depen
dence. For unplasticized samples and plasticized sam
with low chromophore content~,10% concentration! the
TOF transients could be easily resolved at electric fieldsE
.20 V/mm. The transients for high chromophore conte
plasticized samples~.10% chromophore concentration! at
all electric fields and low chromophore content plasticiz
samples at electric fieldsE,10 V/mm yielded TOF tran-
sients that were too dispersive for reliable determination
the mobility from TOF experiment. In this case we estima
the mobility from the dc photoconductivity measureme
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using the formula4 m5d2(gTMT1)/(2 V). This estimate
showed reasonable agreement with TOF results for unpla
cized and low chromophore content plasticized sample
higher electric fields (E.20 V/mm), thus we used it to cal-
culate the mobility for the samples which could not be ac
rately measured by the TOF technique.

4. Photogeneration efficiency

The xerographic discharge technique was used for
measurement for unplasticized samples and plastic
samples at higher electric fields (E.20 V/mm). The sample
was charged to an initial voltage and then disconnected f
the power supply. The decay under HeNe illumination of 6
nm was monitored using a static voltmeter and an osci
scope. The cross section of photogenerations was calculated
from the slope of the discharge rate versus illumination
tensity: u(dV/dt)u light5@sd2eNA /(e0e)#I 0 , where I 0 is the
intensity of light, d is a thickness of the sample,e is a di-
electric constant, andNA is a number density ofC60. We
also estimated the photogeneration cross section from th
photoconductivity as described in Ref. 4 using the form
s5(r0gTMT1)/(I 0NA) where r0 is the maximum free
charge density. We ensured consistency of this method
comparing the photogeneration cross sections determ
from dc photoconductivity and xerographic discharge for u
plasticized and plasticized samples at higher fields where
xerographic discharge technique provided reliable data.
plasticized samples at low electric fields (E,10 V/mm) re-
liable measurements of xerographic discharge could no
obtained because of relatively large dark current. In this ca
we calculated the photogeneration cross sections from the dc
photoconductivity. Analyzing the electric field dependence
s, we obtained the photogeneration field-dependence par
eterp of Eq. ~2! for each composite.

C. Photorefractive measurements

The diffraction efficiency was measured in a degener
four-wave mixing geometry. The grating was written wi
two s-polarized HeNe 633 nm beams of the same inter
intensity with a total intensity varying from 25 to 40
mW/cm2. The probe beam wasp-polarized with intensity 5
mW/cm2. The external angle between the crossing bea
was 28°, and the external angle between the sample no
and the bisector of two writing beams was 50°. This expe
mental geometry along with the index of refractionn51.637

yielded a diffraction grating of periodL'1.8 mm. A typical
experiment for unplasticized samples included the follow
steps: first, we applied the electric field~;30 V/mm! with
one writing beam and the probe beam on, then in 10 s w
all the transients disappear, we opened the other wri
beam with a shutter and recorded the diffracted signal wit
photodetector, lock-in amplifier, and computer. After the d
fracted signal reached the quasi-steady state~;20 s!, the
light was blocked and the field was turned off. The samp
were kept in the dark for;30 min before the next measure
ment to assure complete decay of the space charge field
the absence of ionized acceptors and filled traps. For pla
cized samples, the experimental run was similar, with
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TABLE I. Photoelectric parameters relevant for photorefraction for composites 1–4. No plasticizers were added.

Composite
s, 1025

m2/J
m, 10211

m2/~V s!
gTMT1 ,

s21
gTMT2 ,

s21
b1 ,
s21

b2 ,
s21

g, 10219

m3/s
bm , 1024

~m/V!1/2
bg , 1024

~m/V!1/2 p e

1 Neat 1.7 5.3 850 2.7 2.5 4.960.2 8.360.5 2.0460.06 3.1
2 AODCST 1.6 3.9 300 3 0.75 8.531024 0.09 5.860.5 3.360.4 2.0460.04 4.3
3 PDCST 0.84 2.5 770 23 0.3 1.531024 0.08 4.960.2 6.560.3 2.0460.04 3.8
4 5CB 0.83 1.7 550 1.5 0.09 6.060.3 4.662.0 2.160.2 4.5
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difference being that we used a lower electric field~;10
V/mm! and waited for at least 60 s after turning the elect
field on to ensure that most of the impurity ions have ac
mulated at the electrodes.42 Also, for plasticized samples, w
monitored the diffracted signal following homogeneous il
mination of various durations~up to 1 h! to study the influ-
ence of deep traps on the photorefractive signal for differ
chromophores and chromophore concentrations.

We fit the PR grating formation dynamics with a bie
ponential

h5h0@12ae2n1t2~12a!e2n2t#2. ~15!

In unplasticized composites the faster speedn1 was attrib-
uted to photoconductivity and dominated with weighta
'0.7 to 0.8~inset of Fig. 7!. The slower speedn2 in these
composites is due to orientational enhancement which
verified experimentally by comparing the ratio ofp-polarized
and s-polarized diffraction efficiencieshp /hs to this ratio
calculated from geometry of the experiment and the elec
optic effect.43 The slower speed was intensity independ
and on the order of 0.5–1 s21, which is consistent with our
EFISHG measurements of the dynamics of chromophore
orientation in these unplasticized materials.13

In plasticized composites, both the faster (n1) and
slower (n2) speeds were attributed to photoconductivity a
varied from 0.1 to 10 s21 and from 0.01 to 1 s21, respec-
tively, depending on the chromophore concentration, app
electric field, and incident light intensity. Thus the chr
mophore reorientation time constant of about 50 ms~as de-
termined by EFISHG! which is faster than bothn1 and n2

does not contribute.

IV. RESULTS

A. Unplasticized composites

In this section we determine the photoconductivity p
rameters for composites 1–4 and discuss the difference
the parameters depending on the chromophores. Then b
on these parameters we model the dynamics of photore
tive grating formation and compare it to experiment.

1. Photoelectric properties

The photoconductivity parameters and rates introdu
in Sec. II and calculated from the TOF, xerographic d
charge, and dc photoconductivity~at incident intensityI 0

5100 mW/cm2! experiments described in Sec. III at th
electric fieldE0540 V/mm are summarized in Table I. Al
the trends we describe in this section are applicable for c
posites 1–4 in the studied electric field range ofE
'20– 80 V/mm. Diagrams describing charge generatio
-

t

as

-
t

e-

d

-
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sed
c-

d
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-

,

transport, and trapping for different composites are shown
Fig. 6. Here we used the relative highest occupied molec
orbital ~HOMO! level energies for PVK~0 eV!, C60 ~20.17
eV!, AODCST ~0.03 eV!, PDCST ~0.1 eV!, and 5CB
~,20.4 eV! provided in Ref. 8.

Photogeneration cross-sections is a measure of quantum
efficiency and for low absorption is given by the relations
5af/(\vNA) where a is the absorption coefficient,f
quantum efficiency, andv is the light frequency. Photoge
neration cross section microscopically depends on
donor–acceptor charge transfer and electron–hole disso
tion rates.44 According to their HOMO levels, chromophore
AODCST and PDCST as well as PVK are donors with
spect toC60, and thus could participate in photogeneratio
If we take into account the dependence of the charge tran
rate kCT on the energy differenceDEDA between HOMO
levels of donor and acceptor44,45 kCT;exp@2(DEDA

2l)2/(4lkBT)# wherel is the reorganization energy, the
in the noninverted regime, the photogeneration efficien
would be highest for composite 3, followed by composites
1, and 4. The noninverted regime refers to the caseDEDA

,l, which seems to describe our composites.44 However,
the donor–acceptor charge transfer is not the only factor
contributes to charge generation. The other factor is
electron–hole dissociation,44 which proceeds more strongl
as the mobility increases. Based on our results for photo
neration cross sections and mobilities for composites 1
~Table I!, we conclude that the mobility differences that a
fect dissociation in addition to the charge transfer ratekCT

could account for the differences in quantum efficiencies
the composites 1–4.

The hole mobility of all of the composites 2–4 is small
than that for the PVK/C60 ~composite 1!. This is expected
when adding polar chromophores to the system due to

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the intrinsic states and processes
PR composite with various chromophores.
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increase in energetic disorder.20,46 Based only on the dipole
moment of the chromophore, composites 2 and 3 would
expected to yield similar mobilities due to almost equal
pole moments~6.9 D for AODCST and 6.6 D for PDCST!,
and composite 4 would yield the higher mobility than t
composites 2 or 3 since the dipole moment of 5CB~4.1 D! is
lower than that of both AODCST and PDCST. Our resu
show that the composite 2 possesses the largest valu
mobility out of three composites with chromophores~2–4!.
We attribute this to the fact that the HOMO level
AODCST is situated inside the transport manifold of PV
so that AODCST molecules participate in transport by
creasing the density of transport states.

All three chromophores influence the PVK/C60 system
modifying the position and depth of shallow traps that a
intrinsic to PVK.3 Here we need to make a distinction b
tween shallow traps whose release~detrapping! time is much
smaller than the transit time, in other words shallow tra
that broaden the tail of the current transients observed in
TOF experiment, and traps whose release time is much la
than the transit time. The latter traps are relevant for pho
refractive performance of the polymer composites conside
here.

The parameters describing shallow traps are the trap
rategT , the total number density of available shallow tra
MT1 , and the detrapping~releasing! rateb1 . Comparing de-
trapping ratesb1 for composites 1–4~Table I!, we observe
that the addition of all chromophores leads to a decreas
detrapping rateb1 that may arise from a decrease in t
overlap integral~intersite distance!, an increase in the trap
energy depthDET ~Fig. 6!,24,47 or both. Both AODCST and
PDCST have a larger impact onb1 than 5CB since they can
provide sites that can serve as deeper traps. Since in
experiments we cannot measure the trapping rategT and
total trap densityMT1 , but only the productgTMT1 , we can
only speculate about possible contributions of each. T
trapping rategT at a given electric field is expected to d
pend on the free hole mobility and the neutral trap capt
cross section.24 In this case we should expect a smaller tra
ping rategT value for the composites 2–4 in comparison
composite 1 due to decreased mobility. In composite 3
product gTMT1 is larger than that of composites 2 and
which could indicate that PDCST actually adds shallow tra
to the system in addition to just changing the average de
of existing shallow traps in pure PVK. On the contrary, co
posite 2 has the smallest productgTMT1 which could mean
that AODCST reduces the relative density of relevant sh
low traps intrinsic to PVK by providing extra transport site
Similar to shallow traps, we characterize deep traps by t
number densityMT2 and detrapping rateb2 . We could not
detect deep traps in the PVK/C60 system and in composite
~with 5CB as chromophore! which means that the density o
available deep traps (MT2) in these composites is on th
order of 1% or less of the acceptor densityNA . Both
AODCST ~composite 2! and PDCST~composite 3! create
deep traps, with the trap depth larger for PDCST than
AODCST which is consistent with experimental studies p
formed with these chromophores in Ref. 8 and with our n
merical simulations. From the comparison betweengTMT2
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values for composites 2 and 3 we conclude that PDCST
ates more deep traps than AODCST as would be expecte
their HOMO levels.

The recombination rateg describes interaction of the
free hole with the ionized acceptor (C60

2 ) and usually is
treated as Langevin bimolecular recombinationg
5em/(ee0).24 According to this relation, the ratiog/m de-
pends only on dielectric constante of the material. In poly-
mers, due to disorder, deviations from the Langevin form
observed.24 Our measured recombination rate for PVK/C60

shows good agreement with the value obtained using
Langevin form. However, the measured values for comp
ites 2–4 are considerably lower than the corresponding
ues calculated from the Langevin form.

2. Photorefractive properties

In this section we applied all the photoelectric para
eters we determined above to Eq.~11!. When considering the
space-charge field formation, we used the values for mo
ity, trapping, and recombination rates calculated using
value of the projection of the electric field on grating vect
while the photogeneration cross section was calculated u
the applied electric field. We solved Eq.~11! to determine the
dynamics of photorefractive grating formation@E1(t)# for
the composites 2–4. Then, we calculated the diffraction
ficiency signal time evolution as it appears in the four wa
mixing ~FWM! experiment48 h;E1(t)2 and fit with the
function of Eq.~13! to predict the photoconductive part o
photorefractive speedn. The calculated speedn is to be com-
pared with the measuredn1 introduced in Sec. III C. The
anticipated speedn as a function of total internal intensity o
two beams for the composites 2–4 is shown in Fig. 7~lines
with symbols!. The measured~as described in Sec. III C!
faster component of the photorefractive speedn1 for com-
posites 2–4 is also shown in Fig. 7~symbols! and is in a
reasonable agreement with the speedn predicted using ex-

FIG. 7. Photorefractive speed as a function of intensity for composites 2
line with symbols represents a theoretically predicted speed for this c
posite ~no adjustable parameters! using Eqs.~11!–~13!; symbols represent
actual PR speed determined from the FWM experiment. The inset sho
typical transient measured in composite 2 at a total intensity of 1
mW/cm2.
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perimentally determined photoelectric parameters for th
composites. Both calculated and experimentally measu
PR speed are sublinear functions of light intensity~n, n1

;I a, wherea50.6 to 0.7 depending on a composite!, simi-
lar to intensity dependencies of simulated and measured
toconductivity ~taken at maximal photocurrent value, s
Fig. 2! in these composites.

B. Plasticized composites

In this section we consider the dependence of the
properties of composites on the chromophore and plastic
concentration. First, we consider how substitution of
chromophore molecule by the plasticizer@increase in param
eterx(%) introduced in Sec. III A# affects the photoelectric
parameters such as mobility, photogeneration efficiency,
combination, trapping, and detrapping rates. We studied
for two chromophores, 5CB and AODCST, to determine
influence of the chromophore ionization potential on the
characteristics. Second, we used the parameters determ
from photoconductivity to model the time evolution of
photorefractive grating~diffracted signal observed in FWM
experiment! and compare it with experimental data for d
ferent concentrations. Finally, we discuss the dependenc
the diffracted signal on the illumination history for differe
concentrations of AODCST and 5CB.

1. Photoelectric properties

The most distinct feature of the plasticized composites
comparison to unplasticized ones is the presence of la
dark current observed in ‘‘fresh’’ samples that were not e
posed to either electric field or illumination. In this case t
dark current is caused by both charge injection from the e
trodes and native ionic impurities49 that become mobile un
der the electric field due to the conformational freedom
the plasticized polymer chains.24 As the sample is kept unde
electric field, the mobile ions move towards the opposit
charged electrodes and either neutralize42 or build up, reduc-
ing the electric field inside the polymeric film. The sampl
of all concentrationsx for both 5CB and AODCST showe
similar behavior. After the transient, the current gradua
decreases until it reaches a quasi-steady level, which in
materials occurs at time;20–30 min after the electric field
is turned on.28 We performed all the measurements after
samples were electrically cleansed to avoid dynamic effe
directly induced by moving impurity ions. Although we trie
to maintain exactly the same experimental conditions for
samples at all concentrations, our measurements of both
toconductivity and diffraction efficiency at different time
after turning on the electric field without any prior illumina
tion show that internal electric fields are different for diffe
ent concentrations of the chromophore. However, these
fects were minor in comparison with the direct concentrat
effects that we investigated. The energy diagram illustrat
different composites studied is shown in Fig. 8. Based on
ionization potentials of the plasticizer and chromophores,
expect that an increase in concentration of 5CB~relative to
the concentration of plasticizer BBP! should not change the
mobility, photogeneration efficiency, trapping, and oth
photoelectric parameters for reasons other than an increa
e
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energetic disorder due to the difference in dipole moment
5CB (4.1D) and BBP (1.1D). In the case of AODCST, how
ever, in addition to the change in energetic disorder, we a
expect changes due to the contribution of AODCST sites
charge photogeneration and transport. Indeed, our res
show that both mobility and photogeneration cross sec
increase with concentration of AODCST and stay alm
constant for all concentrations of 5CB. Although these tren
were observed for the whole range of electric fields stud
~1–50 V/mm!, the most pronounced concentration depe
dence was found at low electric fields~,15 V/mm!. This
could be due to the smaller influence of energetic disorde
low fields, so that the largest impact on concentration dep
dence is attributed to the effects only due to ionization p
tential of the chromophores relative to transport states.
concentration dependence of mobility and photogenera
cross section for 5CB and AODCST at electric fieldE0

510 V/mm is shown in Fig. 9. As determined from dc ph
toconductivity at electric fieldE0510 V/mm and intensity
I 0540 mW/cm2, the productgTMT1 increased monotoni-
cally in a similar to s and m manner from 3.5 s21 for x
50% @PVK(49%)/BBP(50%)/C60(1%)# to 20 s21 for x
540% in the case of AODCST and did not change in t
case of 5CB. This change reflects the increase in mob
and intersite distance that affect the trapping rate
AODCST and no changes in these for 5CB.28 The detrapping
rate b1 increased from;0.05 to ;0.1 s21 for AODCST,
reflecting increase in the overlap integral~decrease in inter-
site distance!. The recombination rate was;2310221m3/s
and did not change appreciably with concentration, proba
because the increase in mobility in the case of AODCST w
partially compensated by an increase in dielectric constan
the concentration of AODCST increased.

The presence of deep traps in the composites was s
ied by monitoring dc photoconductivity on a long time sca
~Sec. II A 1b!.28 The composites withx50 and with any

FIG. 8. Illustration of chromophore and plasticizer roles in charge gen
tion, transport, and trapping:~a! high x%, AODCST; ~b! low x%,
AODCST; and~c! any x%, 5CB.
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concentration of 5CB showed no photodegradation and t
the deep trap density in these composites was below
detection limit ofMT2<0.01NA . Our numerical simulations
of PR dynamics show that when the available density
deep traps is on the levelMT2;0.01NA or less ~provided
shallow trap-unlimited regimeMT1@NA!, the PR grating
time evolution is not influenced by deep traps. In th
AODCST-containing composites, the degradation of the ph
tocurrent increased as the concentration of AODCST
creased, so that the productgTMT2 describing deep trapping
increased from;0.02 s21 for x52% to ;1.6 s21 for x
540%, and the detrapping rateb2 correspondingly changed
from 1.131025 to 8.231024 s21, although the values for
low concentrations of the chromophore may contain a lar
error due to the small concentration of deep trapsMT2 in
these composites. Similar to the method described in S
IV A 2, we substitute all the calculated values into the equ
tions describing photorefractive grating formation@Eq. ~11!#
and model the PR performance of the composites. We fit
calculated diffraction efficiencyh(t) with a biexponential
function @Eq. ~15!# since, as we mentioned above for thes
samples, both the slow and fast components of the photo
fractive speed are due to photoconductivity. The calcula
faster and slower PR speed~n1 and n2 , respectively! as a
function of concentration of the chromophore with no adjus
able parameters is presented in Fig. 10~a! ~line with symbols
corresponding to concentrations for which we determin
photoelectric parameters on whose basis the PR speed
calculated!.

2. Photorefractive properties

The faster and slower PR speed~n1 and n2! obtained
from the biexponential fit of Eq.~15! to the experimentally
measured diffraction efficiency for different concentrations
plotted in Fig. 10~a! ~symbols! along with a characteristic fit
@Fig. 10~b!#. Faster PR speed in both 5CB and AODCS
containing composites shows reasonable agreement with
values of n1 calculated from photoconductivity~line with

FIG. 9. Concentration dependence of~a! photogeneration cross section an
~b! mobility. The lines provide visual guidance.
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symbols!. The experimentally measured slower speedn2

shows good agreement with calculated values for 5C
containing composites. Although we could not find mon
tonic dependence of slower PR speed on various parame
our simulations show that at low photogeneration efficienc
and charge carrier mobilities electric field dependence
photoelectric rates~i.e., nonzero parametersp, bm , bg! leads
to nonsingle exponential behavior of space-charge field
materials without deep traps, such as our 5CB-contain
composites.

In materials with deep traps, the slower component
influenced by trapping rategT , deep trap densityMT2 , and
detrapping rateb2 . The slower PR speed in AODCST
containing composites shown in Fig. 10~a! is calculated us-
ing shallow and deep trap unlimited approximation~Case 3!.
As seen from Fig. 10~a!, Case 3describes well composite
with high chromophore content. However, at low chr
mophore concentrations, it seems that the deep trap lim
Case 2needs to be considered.27,28 In these materials, it is
not enough to know the trapping parametergTMT2 that we
are able to determine from the photoconductivity, but know
edge of the trapping rategT and trap densityMT2 separately
is required to predict the slower PR speed.

According to our simulations, the materials with de
traps are expected to show a change in both rise and d

FIG. 10. ~a! Concentration dependence of faster and slower PR speed
5CB- and AODCST-containing composites. Lines with symbols corresp
to the photoelectric parameter values for PR speed calculated using
~11!, ~12!, and~15!; symbols correspond to FWM experimental data at a
plied field Ea510 V/mm and total internal intensityI 5300 mW/cm2. ~b!
Data and fit with Eq.~15! to two composites.
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transients due to the duration of uniform illumination prior
the experiment, which is supported by our experimental d
Figure 11 illustrates the diffraction efficiency time evolutio
in ‘‘fresh’’ samples and preilluminated samples of the co
posites containingx540% of 5CB @Fig. 11~a!# and x
540% of AODCST@Fig. 11~b!#. The experimental run con
sisted of the following steps. First, the electric field of
V/mm was turned on and kept on for 60 min without a
illumination. Then, one of the writing beams of intensity 1
mW/cm2 was turned on, and then after;20 s the second
writing beam of the same intensity was turned on, and
diffraction grating formation was monitored for 60 s. The
one writing beam was turned off, and the grating decay w
monitored. The second writing beam~with the applied field
on! was illuminating the sample for 5–15 min, and th
again the second beam was turned on and grating forma
monitored. To ensure that the effects we observe in this
periment are due to illumination and not due to internal fie
formed by uncompensated traps and impurity ions, we p
formed a similar experiment but without any illuminatio
between the grating decay and formation measurements.
results show that all the dependencies described here
shown in Fig. 11 are due to illumination only. The 5CB
containing composite showed no substantial history dep
dence because the dynamics involves only shallow traps,
the equilibrium between photogeneration, trapping, detr
ping, and recombination processes in the system is rea
within several seconds and then does not change over a
time scale. In such systems, the long time scale illumina
does not change the density of ionized acceptors and fi
traps, and so the initial conditions for the onset of diffracti
are the same at any time. Thus there is no illumination h
tory dependence~Fig. 11!. The behavior is different for the
composites with high AODCST concentration. After th
sample illuminated for 5 min, the grating formation and d
cay are substantially different in comparison with those

FIG. 11. Influence of homogeneous illumination prior to FWM experim
on diffracted signals for~a! x540%, 5CB and~b! x540%, AODCST at
applied electric field Ea510 V/mm and total incident intensityI 0

5300 mW/cm2.
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served in the fresh sample. This is because after illumina
the initial conditions for the grating formation change dr
matically due to deep trap filling and ionized accep
growth, so that deep traps noticeably contribute to the g
ing dynamics, as predicted by numerical simulations.27,28

The illumination history dependence can be undesira
for applications requiring a long time period gratin
formation/decay repetition in the presence of illuminati
and, thus materials containing deep traps are not suitable
these applications.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have carried out a detailed investigation of the p
cesses that affect the PR speed. Although it has been p
ously experimentally demonstrated that photogenera
cross section and mobility have a large impact on PR spe
our calculations confirm this. However, we also demonstr
the role of other parameters such as recombination rate, t
ping rate, and density of traps. We have shown the subtle
that traps play in photorefractive dynamics. We have a
shown how the PR dynamics have a rather complica
form, but have nonetheless demonstrated how biexpone
fits to the data can be useful when carried out over the
propriate time scales.

We considered two kinds of thermally accessible tra
shallow and deep. We attribute the shallow traps to struct
defects and conformational traps of the carbazole units50 in
the photoconductor itself~PVK!, which can be affected by
the presence of chromophores. Although there could be s
deep traps in PVK itself, the essential contribution in t
density of deep traps that may affect the space-charge
formation is determined by the chromophores. Deep tr
lead to slow growth of ionized acceptor density, as pre
ously observed,8 which leads to complicated long time sca
PR dynamics and illumination history dependence of b
photoconductive and photorefractive properties.

Ionized acceptor density (NA0
i ) was identified earlier in

the literature8,22 as ‘‘deep photoexcitable photorefractive tra
density,’’ since it turned out to be approximately equal
filled trap density (M101M20) measured in the two-beam
coupling experiment.8 We believe that photorefractive trap
in polymer composites are not photoexcitable and are
ones we discussed above, which are due to structural de
in PVK and to the position of the ionization potential of
chromophore with respect to the photoconductor. The den
of such traps in the material and their depth, together w
other photoelectric rates intrinsic to the material, determi
the dynamics of growth of the ionized acceptors. Howev
ionized acceptor density is indeed a good measure for fi
trap density, since the relationNAO

i 'M101M20 is always
true according to the charge neutrality equation@last equation
in Eq. ~5!# under the condition of free charge density (r0)
much smaller than filled trap densities (M10,20), which seems
to be the case in most PR polymer composites. For exam
if the same material is sensitized with different sensitiz
~meaning that the photogeneration cross sections is the only
parameter that changes in the system!, the different filled trap
densities~as manifested through different gain coefficien!
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observed in the two-beam coupling experiment30 are due to
the difference in charge photogeneration efficiency, wh
leads to the difference in ionized acceptor density and, th
fore, filled trap density.

Experimentally, we studied a set of unplasticized co
posites with 5CB, AODCST, and PDCST as chromopho
and chromophore concentration dependence of plastic
composites with 5CB and AODCST as chromophores.
applied the modified Schildkraut and Buettner’s model
compare both photoconductive and photorefractive prop
ties of the composites under investigation. We were able
predictwith no adjustable parametersthe faster photorefrac
tive speed for a variety of composites from the experim
tally measured values of the relevant photoelectric rates.
slower PR dynamics was predictedwith no adjustable pa-
rametersfor composites with no deep traps~composites with
5CB as a chromophore! and with a high concentration o
deep traps~high AODCST content composites!. We also
studied the influence of deep traps on the illumination hist
dependence of the photorefractive performance. The m
fied model seems to describe qualitatively the experiment
observed trends.

Figure 10 points out the complexities of assessing p
torefractive speed and designing high speed materials
can be seen in that figure, the slow time constant
AODCST composites is always slower than that for 5C
composites due to more deep trapping, while the fast t
constant for AODCST composites can be faster than 5
composites due to a higher density of states created
AODCST states within the transport manifold. The compl
fit in Fig. 10~b! indicates the difficulties in assessing the P
speed. Diffraction builds more quickly in AODCST compo
ites, but stabilizes more slowly compared with 5CB comp
ites. An optimum chromophore would possess a fast com
nent like the AODCST composite, but suppress a sl
component like the 5CB composite. Such a chromoph
would possess an ionization potential high enough and/
density of states narrow enough so that deep traps are
formed even at high concentration to suppress the long t
constant, but an ionization potential low enough so that
density of states overlaps with the transport manifold
creasing the initial speed of grating formation. The ionizat
potential of 5CB is too high for this, while that of AODCS
may be too low to avoid deep trapping. We are not aware
an optimized composite that exhibits both a fast short ti
constant and a short or suppressed long time constant. A
well-known, the presence of deeper traps slows the dyn
ics, but increases the diffraction efficiency. This trade-
must also be addressed depending on the requirements o
application. We believe that this study provides a method
assess the impact of trapping on dynamics in a quantita
manner.

Despite some successful predictions we were able
make using the modified model, there are some outstan
issues. First of all, the composites with trap densities on
level of MT;0.0121NA cannot be treated the way elab
rated for the caseMT1,2@NA , and thus in many composite
the longer scale behavior of space-charge field canno
predicted as well as the shorter time scale behavior. Sec
h
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the trapping, detrapping, and recombination rates (gT ,b,g)
were found to depend sublinearly on light intensity28 which
is not explicitly included or predicted by the model, thus
seems that some process has not been taken into acc
Third, it might be helpful to include the effect of the forma
tion of the internal electric field inside the sample due to
filling of uncompensated traps as well as non-neutralized
purity ions. Also, both photoconductivity and photorefracti
signals are sensitive to the presence of deep traps in
composite, so that impurities that could serve as deep t
can obscure the performance of a purer system. A final
mark is that Eq.~1! is written for an infinite bulk material
and does not take into account the possible effects of e
trodes. These issues require further study.
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